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WITHOUT YOU 
your name is singing softly 
somewhere in my mind 
a persistent melody 
with just one word 
the song is like the sound of trees 
rustling before a summer storm 
or the first words of a sparrow 
at the return of day 
the song is like the sound of shifting sand 
or the rustle of my own breathing 
a part from me 
yet a part of me 
it calls: Lynn, Lynn 
but where do I begin 
to look for things to say 
to find fine sounding phrases you'll believe 
shapeless, nameless 
I am without you 
you are form and color and light 
but you're fading from like sunset's final flicker 
I look in your eyes 
but my reflection is not there 
I see only a spectre, ready to lead me 
through the dreary dead remainder of my 
days without you 

Pete Mocini 

CONSPIRACY 
It's much too late for new helloes 
romantic dreams 
tomorrow's loves 
All that's left to such as we 
are stolen moments 
which life allows only grudgingly 
Now there is time for realities only 
You 
and I 
are grains of sand on an endless desert 
blown together to touch for a moment 
then part forever 
A promise is but so much dust 
I see no sense in giving things 
which tomorrow will be cast away 
for something new 
Let us only give 
what time will not tarnish 
Pete Mocini 
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